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flowers and plants aren’t even from here. 

AR: Like the palm tree itself,  which is  the 
symbol of LA. 

AP: I  think in a weird way because of work—
I’ve been producing [television] stuff down in 
Rosarito and it doesn’t have the same manicured 
irrigation or anything and you kind of see what 
the landscape might look like in LA if it weren’t 
full of immigrant plants and water and what 
not. It’s just a very weird set of rolling hills with 
chapperal and a kind of ocean desert, which is 
very beautiful and very strange, but it’s not this 
[motions to the trees and garden around them]… 
this is the United States of Flowers. 

AR: This garden is  fully the United States 
of Flowers.  Which reminds me that you are 
actually the perfect person to be conducting 
this interview because you designed your wife’s 
wedding ring after a garden.

AP: I  did.  After this garden. 

AR: Oh! Right!

EW: Cool! 

AP: Again the weird thing was we got here 
and we had no idea what the hell  was going on 
and I was working in Hollywood, which was 
like landing in the middle of Babylon and this 
garden was all  that we had, it ’s  what we built 
ourselves around. So when we decided to get 
married I was like,  “what the hell  am I gonna do 
for a ring?” And I didn’t want to get something 
from Mexico City,  I  wanted to do something 
from LA, because we were living in LA and we 
were falling in love in LA. So I decided to call 
on the most elegant person I knew… I wrote to 
Alia.  I  had been following you guys since a long 
time ago. I  don’t know why or how. 

AR: Probably because we’re friends on Face-
book maybe? And I would post things about our 
business.

AP: Probably.  And I think when we got here I 
gave Dani a nitesurf. 

EW: Oh cool!

AR: I  didn’t know that part. 

AP: Yeah.

EW: That’s all  about the flowers of LA that 
perfume. 

AP: Yes,  yes!

EW and AR (in unison):  That’s so cool. 

AP: I  never really thought of perfumes I 
think, until  you guys.  And nitesurf had this 
really unique thing that it felt l ike you were 
doing… well  what I ’m used to seeing done in 
poetry—but in scent. 

AR: That’s pretty much what we try to do. 

EW: (laughs) Yeah. 

AP: I  was reading that nitesurf was “Venice 
in the 90s” and I sort of spritzed and I was like, 
alright,  okay! Yes. 

(EW and AR exchange knowing glances)

(Birds are chirping again)

AP: So I knew Alia and I knew Régime, and I 
got Régime at Mohawk at some point and then 

I wrote Alia and I just wanted to design a ring, 
and she remitted me to Mociun [the jewellery 
designer].  I  built the ring around the garden 
so it ’s  a tourmaline… I should go get it.  Do you 
want more wine? I ’ l l  go get the ring. 

(AP comes back with more wine and the ring. 
The sun is  starting to go down and the light in 
the garden is  magical .  It ’s  magic hour.) 

AP: Ok so this is  the ring. 

AR: Wow!

AP: And it ’s  at this hour [points to sky] that 
we were spending our time thinking about what 
we were doing and how long we would have 
here and how long we would stay.  So the green 
is  the greenery,  and then this is  that orange LA 
blinding light. 

EW: Which is  the exact colour of that! 
[points to sky]

AR: That’s the colour of golden hour. 

EW: That’s insane. 

AR: What’s the gem?

AP: Peach sapphire.  And then this is  the 
blue.  As it gets golden you get that blue above 
it.  And this is  the white hour.  These are all 
bi-colour sapphires.  And this is  a diamond. So 
yes,  it ’s  supposed to be the garden at sunset. 

EW: So pretty.

AR: And the green is  a big emerald?

AP: Tourmaline. 

EW: It really just has the vibe of… here!

AR: It does.  It suggests,  actually—this!

EW: It ’s  so crazy!

AR: You did an excellent job. 

EW: And you can really feel  the love. 

AP: Thank you very much. Well ,  and it was 
the lovely Caitlyn [the jeweller behind Mociun]. 

EW: She’s really amazing right?

AP: She really is.  And then we met her weird-
ly.  She was selling jewellery at the Ace Hotel. 
But that’s  another story.  Anyway this all  goes 
back to the idea of Los Angeles as a garden. 
I ’d never had a garden before.  I ’d never had a 
house.  It ’s  all  been apartments for me up until 
this point. 

AR: What about growing up in Mexico City?

AP: Then I did have a garden, in the South. 

AR: But as an adult you didn’t. 

AP: Right. 

EW: And they have that crazy garden in Mex-
ico City—Xiochimilco? 
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The song tells us of our old way of living ,
Of life in former times. Fragrance of florals,
How things merely ended when they ended,
Of beginning again into a sigh…   “ S O N G ”  B Y  J O H N  A S H B E RY

I have had a strangely personal relationship 
with Régime des Fleurs for some time now. They 
have served me as a kind of guiding constellation, 
genii loci of Los Angeles.

I met Alia many years ago in New York 
through her brother, my dear friend Asad, and—
motivated by the Slovenian philosopher Alenka 
Zupančič ’s enigmatic claim that “men are wom-
en who think they exist”—Ezra and I recently 
corresponded over his interest in the idea of a 
Universal Feminine. But my connection to Régime 
predates my relation to their founders, and grew 
separately and in solitude. 

I am not a native plant. My wife and I arrived 
in L.A. from Mexico City two years ago, almost to 
the day, knowing little about gardens, and even 
less about Los Angeles. One of the few ingredients 
at my disposal to fashion some manner of fantasy 
for my new life was Nitesurf—Régime’s scentscape 
of Venice Beach in the 1990s locked in an inescap-
able, diminutive pink bottle that I gave to my wife 
when we arrived. Alia and Ezra have elsewhere 
described the perfume as “an orange blossom if it 
were neon, if it were a surfer on a glowing board 
at night on Venice Beach, [smelling] of neroli, 
orange Tic-Tacs, fluorescent hi-liters, salt and 
sand”. Some, I suppose, travel to new lands guided 
by travel narratives, others through picture-post-
cards. We arrived with a fluorescence. 

Régime des Fleurs is, by its own account, “a post-
modern art practice in the form of a meta-luxury 
brand”. It was born, so the story goes, when Alia 
Raza—then an artist based in New York primar-
ily working in video—was developing a fragrance 
called Hypnotic Cascade. Invited to exhibit the 
piece in Downtown L.A., she arrived, like some 
Noir salesman, with a suitcase full of scents—ele-
ments to build the fragrance. Ezra Woods—a styl-
ist born of a long line of Los Angeles florists—in-
vited her to stay at his place and famously stayed 
up all night imagining perfumes. One might say 
Régime was born from this late night conversa-
tion—an exchanged lexicon of scents, a grammar 
of florals, fragrances for enunciations. 

Writing about Régime, one is faced with the 
inadequacy of language in matters of memory and 
scent. What is it that Alia and Ezra do? Are these 
depictions, descriptions, evocations? Are they—
as they named one of their collections—lyrics, 
epics and ballads? One could perhaps turn to the 
language of cooking—a language of reductions, 
sublimations and combinations—save for the fact 
that there is something inherently evocative and 
referential about Régime’s work. Their fragrances 
constantly reach out to times, places, aesthetics—
Venice Beach in the 1990s, 18th-century France, 
Huichol Peyote rituals. And yet, though the 
language may be limited, when speaking with Ezra 
and Alia about scents one finds them uncannily 
adroit, effortlessly poetic, fluent in their florals.     

Ezra, Alia and I sat in my garden and talked about 
Los Angeles, gardens, transplantation and scent.

Alia Raza:  Cheers!  Let’s  start it  off with a 
cheers. 

Ezra Woods:  Cheers.

Alan Page:  Cheers. 

AR: I  think I ’ve been to this house before!

AP: (chuckling) Perhaps.  I  would like to 
know… you’re from LA?

EW: I am.

AP: But you’re not.

AR: I  am not. 

AP: You’re from Buffalo,  New York. 

AR: Born and raised.

AP: Do we need to be transparent with our 
previous connections?

AR: We can.

AP: Cause I  only know Ezra textually.  This is 
my f irst time meeting him.

AR: Yeah, and you and I have met plenty of 
times,  but it ’s  been a few years. 

AP: Back in New York. Oh there’s  a coyote. 

AR: A coyote? Oh my god, how cool.  And 
dangerous.  You’re not scared of it? 

AP: No. There are multiple coyotes. 

EW: An LA Rousseau. Super chic.  I ’m into it. 

AP: It ’s  a family of coyotes and I think they 
realise I ’m not going to do anything to them. 

AR: They’re just your friends. 

EW: They’re emboldened. 

AP: And last summer we had hawks. 

(Gasps all  around)

AR: It ’s  a good thing you don’t have any pets. 

EW: Or babies. 

AP: No pets,  no babies,  no impure thoughts. 

(EW laughs heartily)

AP: So the mandate is  to discuss Los Angeles 
as a garden. 

AR: The talking is  going to come a lot from 
Ezra on this one because [to EW] you’re a na-

tive.  I  just know Huntington Gardens. 

EW: But it ’s  not like,  the city as a place with 
gardens.  It ’s  that the whole city is  a garden. 

AR: Oh, okay.  Well  I ’ve l ived here long 
enough to be able to talk about that. 

EW: And isn’t that kind of what your impres-
sion of it  was when you came the f irst time?

AR: Yeah. I ’d been living in New York for 10 
years and within two or three days of getting 
here I  was so taken with the fact that there 
were flowers everywhere—and ‘botany’  every-
where—that I  was like “oh I could actually l ive 
here.  Maybe I ’m not the die hard New Yorker 
I  thought I was.” I  mean I grew up not in a 
place like New York City at all ,  I  grew up in the 
suburbs with a lot of plants and flowers and 
gardens all  around me and so right away I just 
connected to that here. 

AP: I  had the exact same thing.  We came 
here two years ago from Mexico City.  And I had 
been here maybe twice for two days.  I  grew up 
between Mexico City and New York, and I had 
barely been here.  Daniela’s  from Mexicali  so she 
knows Tijuana Mexicana Rosarito very well  but 
we hadn’t really hung out much here and when 
we got here we had this really crazy experience. 
We arrived August 1st in 100 degree weather,  we 
had no idea where anything was and we drove 
around through the hills  confused for days.  It 
wasn’t really until  we found this place and this 
garden that we kind of were able to… [trails 
off ].  This was the weird thing, this garden was 
starting to give me metaphors for uprooting 
and transplanting and taking root,  and that 
was how I was explaining to myself what the 
hell  was going on. I ’d never had—I grew up 
between places and my earliest memories are of 
transplantation but I ’d never had anything as 
shocking and jarring as that:  I  came here and 
everything was in bloom and freaking out 24 /7. 

AR: And it is  always,  all  year basically.  On 
the east coast there’s  a season where things 
bloom and the other seasons,  they don’t.  But 
here different things are in bloom all  year. 

(Helicopters overhead)

AP: Yes.  And it was stil l  a bit drought-y 
when I got here but then in December it started 
raining,  and then this spring was just something 
that I ’d never experienced before in my life. 

EW: It ’s  such a bummer that you missed out 
on spring in LA, Alia,  because it was literally 
l ike the entire city exploded with flowers.  I ’ve 
never seen anything like it either. 

AR: What?!  I  missed that?! 

AP: And the crazy thing is  that a lot of the 
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you’ve been doing stuff with objects and candles.

AR: Yeah. The candles are fragranced, and 
the fragrances that we use in the candles also 
contain ingredients that are from all  over the 
world.  So it ’s  the same thing, really.

AP: So talk to me a l ittle about that because 
when I was thinking about gardens in Los An-
geles and Los Angeles as a garden itself,  my f irst 
impulse—and this comes from graduate school 
probably—was aesthetics and politics,  and you 
know sort of gardens and labour and fantasy 
and spaces of fantasy.  There’s  a ton of stuff we 
could talk about…

EW: No, that’s  everything. And it relates to 
Hollywood in a really interesting way too.

EP: Yes, absolutely. And thinking of Régime, I 
think of aesthetics in like the 18th century, in the 
sense of scents. Like aesthetics and just lush beauty. 

AR: Lushness,  opulence!

EW: You get it.  Lush beauty is  l iterally the 
def inition of the company.

AR: It ’s  almost apolitical because to appre-
ciate the lushness and opulence of that life and 
that culture of the 18th century,  you have to 
suspend morality.

EW: It ’s  super complicated.

AP: I  just have to ask,  in thinking of you 
guys as artists,  which I do,  what is  the creative 
process of scent? Because usually,  especially 
contemporary art,  it ’s  so much bound up with 
the language of thought and critique,  and all 
these pieces are making us think of this and 
that,  and that’s  sort of what’s unique about 
your work is  that it ’s  so scent based. Do you 
walk around and suddenly smell  this l i ly and 
say,  “ok, I ’m going to start with this and then 
mix it with this… ?”

EW: A hundred million bill ion percent—we 
do that.

AR: Or from eating something, smelling 
something—whether it ’s  natural or not.

EW: Eating a steak and being like,  “why does 
this remind me of gardenia in a weird way?”

AP: You sound like a synesthete sometimes. 
You have weird associations off of…

EW: Alia does,  off of gardenias…

AR: I  mean, I  think I just think everything 
smells l ike gardenias.

EW: And tuberoses.  It ’s  true.

AR: I ’m always looking for the gardenia in 
everything.

EW: Yeah I guess I  am [a synesthete],  but I ’m 
not like one of those real ones where I ’m like, 
“that sounds purple”.

AR: But def initely sometimes it doesn’t start 
from smelling or tasting anything, it  starts 
from seeing a colour of something in the world 
and then imagining what that colour would 
smell  l ike.

EW: Or saying,  “this smells pink to me, let ’s 
build off of that concept”.  Or it starts from cul-
tural references too. That’s the other thing.

AR: I  think so.  You’re very much connected 
to that,  l ike,  “the blue lotus in ancient Egypt…”

EW: That’s my whole thing is  that to me 
notes and ingredients have this connotation to 
them of cultural things,  even in like my own 
language.  Some of it  is  a shared language and 
some of it  is  just my own. I ’m really into the 
poetic aspect of stringing those things together 
and creating a syntax out of that.  Like,  “oh, this 
and that means this.  These two things togeth-
er.”

AP: I remember, I don’t know, but I think the 
prehistory of your candles was a candle about leath-
er and smoke. It was like an after party candle?

AR: Dregs.  I  love that you call  it  an after 
party scent.  Also it was a party favour at a par-
ty we had.

AP: I  remember loving you for that because 
it was—Mexico City is  in its dreg phase.  New 
York in the 70s was Mexico City now.  It ’s  in a 
drug, after party vortex right now, and every-
body who heads there is  sort of l ike,  loves it 
and needs a breath. Everybody is  awake from 
Wednesday through Sunday with maybe a cou-
ple of hours of naps.

EW: That’s a lot for me, but cool.  Cool for 
them! I ’m going to opt out of that.

AP: I  remember seeing that candle and 
thinking—which sort of goes to nitesurf—it’s 
being able to get sort of a concept or sense or a 
space of time out of smells.

EW: That’s a whole thing too. So it ’s  kind of 
l ike what the source material  is  and what that 
means and what the smell  sort of emotionally 
evokes,  which is  another thing.  And I ’m person-
ally into that play a lot.

AR: You are.

EW: And we are into it in a different way 
than I am necessarily on my own. But that’s  l ike 

the whole thing that we’re into with the tuber-
ose chocolate thing.

AR: (explaining) The fact that historically 
tuberose was cultivated as a flavouring in Mexico 
for chocolates. Whereas today we primarily know 
it because a lot of high end perfumes use the oil 
of tuberose. It’s very expensive and an acquired 
taste—an esoteric smell.  But before in the 16th/ 
17th century it was used as a flavouring.

EW: And the idea of using it as a flavouring, 
we’re both conceptually into it from a practical-
ity point of view. In application, it ’s  hard for us 
to wrap our heads around.

AP: Tuberose,  which are called “nardo” in 
Mexico,  you f ind them all  over churches and 
people get overwhelmed by them.

AR: (nodding excitedly) Sick from them 
almost!

AP: But they’re very Mexico City to me. 

EW: Maybe that’s  why your brother’s  so into 
Mexico City.

AR: Most people don’t even know what they 
are if  you say the word “tuberose”.  You do be-
cause you grew up with them.

AP: I  remember translating nardo into Eng-
lish and thinking, “why the hell  would you call 
nardo tuberose?”.

AR: It is  not a pretty name. Nardo means 
what? Like what is  “nard”? It ’s  not like a root, 
or a bulb,  in Latin?

AP: Spikenard is  an oil  name. But none of 
these words do service to the smell  of tuberose.

AR: It is  one of the most complex smells. 
There is  so much to it.  And one that I ’m very 
obsessed with. But I ’m just interested to hear 
your experience of what it smells l ike.

(EW sees a coyote interlude)

AP: Nardo, there’s  kind of a smell  of nectar 
which you f ind across several things.  Honey-
suckle,  jasmin and nardo is  l ike the bouncer-ver-
sion of nectar.

AR: It ’s  on steroids.

EW: He gets it.

AP: You know, I  have this theory that you 
are going to have a Mexican moment. Because 
the thing with Mexico is  if  you notice Latin 
American food, with the exception of Peru and 
Mexico,  it ’s  not super great.

YOU COULD SMELL IT WHEN YOU DROVE BY, AND I WAS LIKE HOW ARE 
PEOPLE NOT PULLING OVER, LOOKING AT THAT AND APPLAUDING TO 

THE FLOWERS FOR BEING SO INSANELY BEAUTIFUL?”

AP: Yeah. Well  Mexico City is  not the same 
as here,  but it has something of LA; it  has a 
wildness to it.  It ’s  an overgrown city.  You never 
know if  the city is  overlaid on the natural space 
or the natural space is  sort of poking out. 

AP: But it ’s  really fantastic. 

EW: But we’re talking about our girl LA today.

AP: Yes.  So you grew up your whole life here?

EW: Yes.  And my parents— 

AR: He’s actually never left the city l imits 
his entire l ife. 

(Raucous laughter)

EW: And my grandparents are from here.  I 
grew up kind of in West Hollywood area and 
then in Santa Monica. 

AP: With gardens?

EW: Yeah. 

AR: Ezra is  from four generations of South-
ern California florists.

AP: What?!

AR: That’s the reason I started this company 
with him. 

(More laughter)

EW: Yeah. So we had gardens—gardens were 
always a really big deal and my mom grew up in 
Beverly Hills  on this street called Palm Drive 
which has jacaranda trees on it and they had 
the biggest oldest jacaranda tree in all  of Bever-
ly Hills  in their courtyard, and it was this giant 
insane thing, and so they had this real majestic 
sitch going down where my mom grew up, and 
then yeah I don’t know it was always a big deal 
for me, but the thing that I ’m obsessed with 
is  that you drive by these mansions in Beverly 
Hills  and you can’t see the house,  but they just 
have a million different types of plants that be-
come this mass of impenetrable plant material 
that’s  multi  textural,  and you don’t even know 
how deep it is,  but my assumption is  it ’s  l ike 10 
feet deep. I  just think that’s  the coolest. 

AR: You’re talking about what people have in 
front of their houses?

AP: It ’s  a wall .  A divider. 

EW: Yeah they’re these wild,  manicured…

AR: Jungle hedges?

EW: Jungle hedges yes.  Where they’re all 
mixed up. Have you noticed that before Alia? 
In old school Beverly Hills,  north of Sunset.  I ’ l l 
point it out to you. It ’s  super cool.  They don’t 
do that anymore. 

AP: But they grow this as a means to not be 
seen, right?

EW: Yes but then it ’s  almost like this pres-
ent for everyone. Everyone gets this oxygenat-
ing mass of greenery that just makes driving 
so nice.  The old golf courses had it.  It would 
be whatever the hedge material  is,  l ike f icus, 
but then it would be a huge patch of ivy,  with 
some other random tree in the middle of it, 
and morning glories,  and they just become this 
confusion of plants. 

AP: And with the florist background, did you 

grow up with—did you download all  the names 
of all  the plants?

EW: I did.  Yeah I know most of them. 

AP: I ’m deeply jealous. 

AR: Me too. I  only know some, from my 
mom. She was like Ezra and his family,  she knew 
the name of every plant,  every flower,  every 
tree.  I  absorbed some of it.

EW: [pointing to garden] But I ’m seeing a 
bunch of things here that I  don’t know the 
names of,  even though I ’ve seen them before. 

AP: I have the typical bilingual thing, where I—

EW: Where you want to call  it  something in 
Spanish? 

AP: I  have some words and some things and 
some other words—

AR: The typical bilingual thing is  that you’re 
not good at either language. 

(EW laughs uproariously)

AP: (laughing) So I walk around and use stu-
pid adjectives l ike poky and spiny. 

AR: Spikey.

AP: And greeny and whitey. 

EW: [pointing] That’s one of my favorite 
flowers.  The one in that bush, the blueish one. 

AR: The cornflower blue?

AP: Ah, the plumbago. 

EW: Yeah. I  don’t know what it ’s  called.  I 
used to think it was called Diranta erecta? Or 
something like that,  but I  don’t know if  that’s 
the right name for it.  It ’s  also called skyflower I 
think. It ’s  this pretty blue colour. 

AR: Periwinkle. 

EW: It ’s  a true periwinkle. 

AR: The leaves look like mint. 

EW: Yeah. I  was obsessed with it when I was 
a kid;  it  looks like the word “eighties” to me. 
It ’s  one of those plant materials that’s  in those 
mass hedge hodge podges all  over Beverly Hills. 
But it ’s  also on the side of every freeway. And 
it ’s  so common but I  think it ’s  so upscale look-
ing at the same time. It ’s  so elegant to me. 

AP: It grows violently.  In Spanish it ’s  called 
plumbago. You’ ll  see when you leave on the wall 
on your right,  it ’s  all  gone blue and it ’s  crazy 
matted. That’s the thing with LA, the gardens 
have this sense where they’re this lovely man-
icured thing that people display but it takes 
fuckin’  LABOUR to just keep these things from 
growing out of control!  

EW: Sometimes when they grow out of 
control it ’s  insanely amazing, l ike I  also am 
really obsessed with this whole thing like I 
don’t know, I  remember in March I was driving 
in Laurel Canyon and you know we had this 
crazy bombastic floral spring and I drove by this 
telephone pole that was covered in wisteria.  It 
was just dripping and it has this amazing drippy 
languid shape to it and then it was just this 
dope colour and it smelled so good, you could 
smell  it  when you drove by,  and I was like how 
are people not pulling over,  looking at that and 

applauding to the flowers for being so insane-
ly beautiful? And that’s  just a random on the 
street weed. 

AP: Tell  me then, though, were you planning 
on making perfumes your whole life? 

EW: (sighs deeply,  thinking) No.  

AR: We both have different but similar tra-
jectories.  Well  maybe the easiest way is  to tell 
it  from when we f irst met,  which was in 2005 
or 2006. Our f irst conversation—immediately 
upon meeting—was about perfume and flowers. 
The mutual friend who introduced us said “you 
guys are going to have a lot in common because 
you’re both obsessed with perfume and flowers”. 
And you know, most people aren’t.  So we imme-
diately talked about that and we both had an 
unusual passion but neither one of us worked in 
that world or ever thought we would.  I  always 
wanted to work in movies or make art. 

EW: It was like a dream that I  never thought 
was possible. 

AR: Nobody grows up thinking that it ’s  a 
possibility to become a perfumer unless you’re 
from a family where your parents and grand-
parents did that and you’re from a town in the 
south of France where everyone does it.  It ’s 
not part of the… lexicon. Had I known that you 
could become that I  probably would have en-
tertained the idea,  but I  didn’t know anything 
about it.  It ’s  a very secretive industry. 

AP: I  don’t immediately think of you guys 
as part of the industry,  I  think of you as an art 
project f irst. 

EW: That’s exactly what we are. 

AR: We’re outsiders. 

EW: We’re outsider artists and outsider 
perfumers.  We’re not really working within the 
art world and we’re not really working within 
the perfume world.  I  mean we are now but we 
weren’t coming from that place. 

AP: So you had to develop the craft of… per-
fumières? 

EW: Yeah. 

AR: We did have to teach ourselves,  and I 
think the internet is  to blame for the fact that 
we ended up—

EW: Or to thank?

AR: To blame or to thank. Because without 
the internet I  don’t necessarily think that we 
could have taught ourselves or had access to all 
the ingredients that we had access to. 

AP: And you tend to take ingredients from… ?

AR: All  over the world.  Everything from 
farms in South America to villages in India to, 
you know… 

EW: I mean literally all  over the world.  Asia, 
Africa…

AR: Italy,  France…

EW: Australia, western Europe, eastern Europe… 

AR: Different farms, different growers

EW: Some American…

EP: Because recently I’ve been seeing that 
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AR: You don’t have to be rich to enjoy the 
garden that is  LA.  

EW: Yes.  Yes. 

AP: I  was reading something by a sociologist 
from USC and she was writing about migration 
and gardening in LA, which to me is fascinating. 

EW: In terms of the labour,  l ike gardeners?

AP: You know there’s  so much to say—you 
have a lot of Mexican men that come from be-
ing farmers in Mexico and they come here and 
sort of have to become gardeners. 

EW: Not just Mexico though. Also a lot from 
El Salvador.  All  over Latin America. 

AP:  Sure.  But one of  the interesting 
things—this  is  just  a  s ide note—is  that there’s  a 
sexual  dynamic there,  because it ’s  not a  macho 
thing to be a  gardener.  Santiago who is  the gar-
dener here also has  interesting things to say. 
He has  an evangelical  background so what he 
sees  as  he gardens here is  constant sexual  met-
aphors.  He gave us  that rosebush when we got 
married,  for  instance,  because we had ceased to 
be fornicators. 

(EW gasps)

AR: No!

AP: In his defense,  we were. 

EW: (laughing) Bragger. 

AP: (laughing) He’ ll  talk to me about the 
sage bush and when the sage bush gives its flow-
er he’s  l ike well  now she’s tired because she’s 
given all  her energy… and it ’s  true.  It ’s  kind of 
affected how I look at the garden as well .  But 
anyway going back to the sociologist,  what she 
was saying is  you can look at these gardens as 
spaces of social  and political interaction in the 
more classical sense—what’s the labour provided 
and who owns it—but at the same time, and this 
goes to the two senses of the aesthetic I  think, 
on the one hand the aesthetic and political and 
on the other hand the pure aesthetic,  and I say 
pure with scare quotes in the distance—which 
is  that I  think for migrant workers as well ,  or 
for anyone, the democratic part of the garden is 
that it allows for an aesthetic space for every-
body in general.  You get the pleasure of the gar-
den. The promise of the garden is  that there’s  a 
space for the purely aesthetic,  removed from…

AR: Class and race.

AP: Which of course it ’s  not;  nothing is  ever 
fully extricated from that,  but a l ittle bit of it 
is.  You see a lot of Asian gardeners really devot-
ing tons and tons of time to these spaces. 

EW: Very meticulous kind of. 

AP: (nodding) There’s a space of freedom that 
the garden promises, and the freedom does come 
through the senses. There’s a possibility of—

AR: It’s freedom from the oppression of being 
human I think. It’s definitely a form of therapy 
for people, it ’s definitely a form of spirituality 
for people. It gets you out of your head.

EW: And the fact that that’s  so accessible 
because LA is a driving culture and so much of 
that is  on the street,  it ’s  so incredibly available 
and accessible to everyone. Like Alia and I were 
saying earlier,  even the kind of bad and slummy 
neighbourhoods of LA have lots of beautiful 
and amazing plant life in them. 

AR: There’s  bursting bougainvillea and or-
ange blossom in the middle of nowhere.

EW: It ’s  just l ike,  the most. 

AP: It’s interesting because with the gardens 
of the houses specifically I have a general sense 
of where—like I know that there’s lotuses down 
there in Echo Park and if I walk down here there’s 
this Himalayan tree that is wildly perfumed. It 
just constantly emits smell day in day out. 

EW: Amaze. 

AP: And I know where there are jacarandas 
[points in another direction] there and this and 
that over here—

EW: Did you read that think piece on jaca-
randa trees by the way?

AP: I  don’t know it. 

AR: What was it in?

EW: I want to look it up, maybe it was in 
The LA-ist or something. But they were saying 
that eventually they’re going to stop planting 
palm trees in LA because it ’s  bad for the ecolo-
gy of the city—

AR: I  think they’ve already stopped. 

EW: Yeah they’ve stopped, and a lot of the 
ones that are here now are approaching their 
expiration date because they die. 

AR: The garden that is  LA is going to be 
changing a lot,  because of water.

EW: A hundred per cent.  But this person 
wrote this piece about jacaranda trees—or (cor-
recting his pronunciation) jacaranda trees—and 
how they should become the new emblem of LA 
and replace the palm tree. 

AR: Do they not need a lot of water?

EW: They don’t need a lot of water,  they 
provide a bigger canopy and so they create more 
shade and they cool the city down. 

AR: And they’re super weird. Not weird. They’re 
super… fantastical. They’re very Hollywood. 

EW: They’re so Hollywood. 

AR: Or shall  we say,  Hollyweird?

(Boisterous laughter)

EW: Basically the bottom line of the whole 
thing was, just imagine if LA became known for be-
coming all blue in the springtime, it’s sort of like—

AR: (passionately) They’re purple!  They’re 
not blue.

EW: They’re l ike a purple-blue.  They’re l ike a 
weird fake colour. 

AR: Yes.  They glow. 

AP: [pointing] Should we talk about that?

AR: The object created during this conversation?

AP: There was an object created during this 
conversation. 

EW: [into iphone mic] I took one of these… like—

AR: It ’s  a bougainvillea sprig and a plumbago 
sprig stuffed into… it ’s  basically l ike a turduck-

en of the floral world. 

(All  laugh)

EW: [looking at the flower that the other 
flowers are stuffed into] And I don’t know what 
this is.  It ’s  a type of flower that we call  bella-
donna li ly? Or naked lady li ly. 

AR: I  always think of that as angel ’s  trumpet. 

EW: But no that’s  a different thing. 

AP: Isn’t belladonna poison?

AR: It ’s  a poison and a Stevie Nicks album. 

EW: There’s  a couple different flowers that 
people call  belladonna, FYI. 

AR: It ’s  confusing to me because angel ’s 
trumpet—sometimes people call  it  datura. 

EW: Yes.  Or belladonna. 

AP: Oh those are the floripondyo. 

EW: (repeating the pronunciation) The 
floripondyo. 

AR: That’s a good name for a perfume. 

EW: OMG that IS a good name for a perfume. 

AP: That will  make you—they used to say,  I 
think, part of a lot of local lore in Mexico— 

EW: It makes you hallucinate. 

AP: Yes if  you fall  asleep under a floripon-
dyo, you…  Actually,  that flower you can syn-
thesise into a drug that they use in Colombia, 
and literally you can put it in someone’s drink 
and then I ’ l l  say “Ezra why don’t you take me to 
your bank and you can give me all  your money” 
and you’ ll  say “you know what? Let’s  do that!” 

EW: I ’d be like,  I  wish I had money.

(AP laughs) 

AR: You won’t get much out of us. 

(EW laughs) 

AP: Well  you’ ll  be l ike “I ’ l l  give you whatever 
I  have!” It ’s  l ike the Haitian voodoo drug. 

EW: The influence drug. 

AR: The peer pressure drug.

EW: Can we put that one into our floral tur-
ducken? The pink. 

(EW motions to a flower just as a bee buzzes 
over to it)

AR: With the bee.

AP: So Ezra,  if  Alia is  all  about the tuberose, 
what are you all  about?

EW: (hesitant) Oh, I ’m kind of not all  about 
any one thing… I ’m—

AR: I thought you were all about the blue lotus.

EW: (concentrating) I ’m all  about the blue 
lotus… but I ’m also all  about… (sighs heavily, 
deep in thought).  I ’m all  about this one combo 
of vibes,  which is:  a sugary quality l ike a violet, 
with a super tart orange blossom citrus oil  in it, 
with a big busty voluptuous white floral ,  with 

EW: No, it ’s  not.  But Mexican food is  the 
world’s best,  especially Oaxacan. 

AP: Right,  and Yucatan and this is  because 
you have weirdo 17th century nuns experiment-
ing with weird ingredients.

EW: And Spanish technique and tradition.

AP: And it ’s  just the sort of cluster-fuck of 
European thought encountering multi-indige-
nous—Zapotec,  Mayan, Aztec—you just sort of 
have a multi-tiered version of mestizo culture 
happening in food. The thing with me and you 
guys is  that I  don’t super care for perfumery 
in general just because like when Calvin Klein 
makes Eternity—wow, that’s  really 80s of me—
it’s  just l ike,  you know… stinky water. 

(EW laughs)

AP: But with you guys it ’s  about making 
something emotional,  a smell  that’s  l ike an 
equivalent of a soundscape. 

AR: Interesting that you put it that way 
because we have a friend who’s an artist and he 
refers to our works as scentscapes. 

EW: Who?

AR: Max [Hooper] Schneider.  Before we even 
launched ourselves as a brand, he was doing a 
show in Santa Monica and asked us to partici-
pate in it. We created a work for him that was 
called nitesurf. In a bowl that we cut out of glass 
and filled with this fragrance we made. It was 
kind of gelatinous and it glowed in the dark.   

EW: And then that later became the perfume. 

AR: So yeah, scentscape, soundscape. Same thing. 

AP: Yes. 

AR: But that’s  a challenge for us.  The fact 
that people l ike you [AP] that are not typically 
into fragrance—that you actually l ike what we 
do and can get into it and appreciate it because 
it ’s  so different—now we have to think about 
that we also want to build a business out of 
this art practice.  So it ’s  great that we’re making 
stuff for people who appreciate the esoteric, 
but we have to also please the people who want 
things that smell  l ike… Eternity.  Or maybe we 
don’t and the world just has to catch up.

AP: The thing for me with Eternity,  and 
stuff l ike that,  is  that they’re built to be fetish 
objects,  they’re made to be coveted as images 
of—I don’t know, wealth or privilege or stuff 
l ike that. 

AR: Sexiness. 

AP: Whatever they’re trying to clumsily 
brand. But with yours there’s  a narrative.  You’re 
encountering a small  world. 

AR: A world,  a story. 

AP: Which is  why I think they’re memorable. 
I  don’t remember perfumes off the top of my 
head but I  know yours.  I  think you had one that 
was like Dove Grey?

AR: Yeah. 

AP: I  smell  your stuff a lot in stores l ike Mo-
hawk [a boutique in the Silverlake neighbour-
hood of LA]. 

EW: Well thank you. The thing that kind 
of has come up a couple times when you’ve 
talked about what we do from an ideation and 
intention point of view is that for me it ’s  very 
personal because I ’m very attracted to aesthet-
ic things that are generally associated with 
prohibitive l ifestyles and access to means and 
privilege and whatever— 

AR: Meaning luxury. 

EW:  Luxur y.  But  not  just  luxur y,  or  yeah I 
guess  i f  you ca l l  18th  centur y  aesthet ics  lux-
ur y.  That ’s  pre - luxur y  in  a  way.  But  we  are… 
meta- luxur y. 

AP: Yes. 

EW: But at the same time there’s  something 
so awful about that. 

AR: Because it was enjoyed by so few peo-
ple—created by and for the few.

EW: And at the expense of so many people. 
At the expense of everyone else.  And when we 
appropriate imagery from those sorts of posi-
tions,  in our social  media or in marketing copy 
or when we’re ideating fragrances or projects 
that reference those things—I guess there’s  this 
attempt to make it democratic.  Accessible to 
more.  I  don’t even know what I ’m saying but it ’s 
something I think about a lot.

AP: So I come back to this question of aes-
thetics and gardens.

AR: The best thing about gardens and plants 
and flowers is  that they’re the ultimate in dem-
ocratic. 

EW: Yes,  that’s  the thing with here.  

“THE DEMOCRATIC PART OF THE GARDEN IS THAT IT ALLOWS FOR AN 
AESTHETIC SPACE FOR EVERYBODY IN GENERAL. YOU GET THE PLEASURE 
OF THE GARDEN. THE PROMISE OF THE GARDEN IS THAT THERE’S A SPACE 
FOR THE PURELY AESTHETIC
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(AP gets up and goes inside)  

AR: [pointing to the multi-flower-object 
that EW had made earlier]  Should we do the 
exercise using the wine,  or should we do it with 
the object?

AP: I  think we do it with the object. 

EW: Okay we’re going to smell  the flower and 
write our thoughts. 

(Each of them takes a turn smelling the mul-
tiple-flower-object) 

EW: Ok I have my word. 

AR: Should the word be an abstract word or 
should it be one that literally describes what 
we’re smelling?

AP: I  think I ’m going to end up with more 
than one word. 

AR: Ok, just describe the smell . 

(They take turns smelling again)

EW: It ’s  just l iterally the f irst word that 
comes to my head. And it ’s  a weird one. 

AR: Mine is  two words.  An adjective and a 
noun. And they both describe the smell  to me. 

EW: Like the way you say “f ig milk”?

(AP laughs) 

AR: Yeah. When I smell  certain perfumes the 
words “f ig milk” immediately pop into my head.  
When my friend Klee smells anything tuberose, 
the word “sasparilla” pops into her head. 

EW: No but it ’s  true. 

AR: I  mean I don’t have that association. 

EW: But then when you smell  root beer and 
tuberose sometimes you’re l ike,  “I  get that”.

AR: There’s  def initely a through-line. 

EW: Sasparilla.  It ’s  root beer.

AR: Methyl salicylate is  the through-line 
between those two things.

EW: Right. 

AP: See I ’m at a disadvantage,  but I  will  do 
my best. 

EW: Just write the f irst word. 

AR: Well  that’s  why this exercise is  a good 
one because we are self-educated about having a 
vocabulary about this stuff and you have never 
had any reason to have a vocabulary about this 
stuff—

AP: I  had an image come up. But you go f irst. 

AR: How about,  I  pass mine to you and you 
read it. 

(EW laughs)

AP: Ok! Alia has “smooth/meadow”.

EW: Oh! Interesting!

AR: Those are the two words that came into 
my head while I  was smelling that… okay.  Ezra 

has “Madonna. Listen”—

EW: No, “Like”.

AR: Like the Virgin Mary not the pop star.

(AP laughs) 

EW: Can you get that though?

AR: It ’s  very…

EW: It ’s  the word “Madonna” minus Madon-
na the pop star. 

AR: Like a Madonna li ly. 

EW: But not Madonna li ly.  It ’s  l ike—

AR: Because it ’s  so pure? Explain that.  Be-
cause mine is  pretty self  explanatory. 

EW: (reading AP’s)  Clay Basin.  Bougainvillea. 
Grandmother.

AR: Clay basin!

AP: That’s all  I—

EW: “Clay basin” is  everything. 

AR: “Clay basin” is cool. Very “fig milk”-esque. 

(AP laughs) 

AR: “Grandmother” is—I mean I think white 
florals in general have that connotation. 

AP: I  think so. 

AR: Rose has that connotation, powder has 
that connotation. 

EW: The reason I say “Madonna” is  that it ’s 
l ike a mother-virgin,  l ike sexual and carnal but 
also pure at the same time. Green and wet and 
fresh smelling but also floral and heady and… 
full .  And I don’t know why that word gives me 
an egg shape in my head. 

(AP laughs)

AR: Egg makes sense. 

EW: Like,  egg shaped. 

AR: It ’s  really a beautiful object.  We’re going 
to have to photograph it for the magazine.  I 
don’t know if  they’re going to want to publish it 
though. 

AP: (to EW) So the crazy thing is  when you 
say that,  and then I smell  it  again,  now I can see 
the egg.  And Madonna. 

AP: It ’s  l ike when you look at a cloud and say 
it looks like an elephant and then you—

EW: A hundred per cent. 

AR: And that happens with perfume a lot. 

EW: That’s what perfume marketing is. 

AR: You can tell  people what you want them 
to smell  for sure. 

EW: Nitesurf really succeeded at that I 
think. They all  kind of succeed at that in their 
own way. The white marble?

AR: Yeah, we have a perfume that we tell 
everybody smells l ike white marble and we did 
create it to do that—
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an ambery skin base…

AR: (taking this very seriously) No… No, no, no. 

EW: That’s my dream. 

AR: No, no, no, no, no, no.  You’re talking 
about your scent prof i le .  What Alan meant was 
your spirit flower.

EW: Oh my spirit flower. 

AR: Because for me the tuberose is  not just 
the smell ,  it ’s  the whole thing it represents. 

EW: (decidedly) Yes but no. Your spirit flow-
er… your spirit flower is  stephanotis.  Because 
you’re actually—

AR: (visibly flustered) But that’s  another 
white flower that if  you look up it says it  smells 
l ike a tuberose!

EW: Yes.  But the tuberose is  your smell ,  your 
ideal smell ,  and you’re a tuberose scholar. 

AR: In perfumery.

EW: In perfumery the tuberose is  your spirit 
flower.  In life the stephanotis to me is  your 
spirit flower. 

AR: (conceding) Ok. Ok yeah. 

AP: What is  that,  the stephanotis?

AR: That is  a vine.  It ’s  a beautiful tropical 
vine.  With these waxy, thick,  star-shaped, trum-
pet-like flowers. 

AP: (nodding )  Mmm.

AR: They call  it  Madagascar jasmine but it ’s 
not really a form of jasmine.  The fragrance is  a 
jasmine-tuberose-hyacinth mix with a l ittle bit 
of a bubbleguminess to it.  Like this tiny bit of 
cloveyness but just a touch. 

AP: Wow. 

AR: It’s very stunning and it’s beautiful to look 
at too, and it’s used a lot in wedding bouquets. 

EW: It ’s  so beautiful. 

AR: It ’s  supposed to be good luck for the 
wedding. 

EW: And it ’s  a perfectly star-shaped mini 
trumpet flower.  It looks like if  a child drew 
a picture of a flower,  it  doesn’t look real .  It ’s 
perfect.  It has these glossy green leaves and it ’s 
vine-y and languid but it ’s  all  about restraint, 
not over the top. It ’s  super elegant.  Balanced at 
the same time as being tropical and luxurious. 
And like,  creepy.  It ’s  the Alia flower. 

AR: (nodding) It ’s  great,  yeah.  

EW: Not to say that you’re creepy.  It ’s—

AR: No, I  think I ’m a creep. 

(AP laughs) 

EW: It ’s  just a l ittle dark.  It ’s  l ike if  creep 
was a good word. 

AR: I  creep. 

(EW laughs)

AP: I  very much like what describing scents 
does to language. 

EW: Oh, it ’s  the most. 

AR: None of us are ever taught to talk about 
scent, so we all have to make it up as we go along. 

AP: Which for me is  the poetic impulse… 
without being hifalutin about the whole thing, 
but it ’s  grasping at something that you can have 
a clear sense-memory of,  but you have no real 
language to describe so you have to start trans-
lating from wherever you can pull  stuff. 

AR: (in agreement) Let’s  do an exercise. 

AP: Ok!

AR: How about all  three of us smell  this 
glass of wine,  and all  three of us write one word 
that describes the smell .

AP: I ’ l l  bring us pens and paper. 

AR: Please. 

T H E  C I T Y

EW: But then they’re l ike “it smells exact-
ly l ike white marble!” and you’re l ike but wait 
white marble doesn’t smell  l ike anything. 

(AP laughs)

AP: I  just remembered that there’s  a l ine 
translated off the beginning of a Cesar Vallejo 
poem that has a word for a kind of pungent 
stench, and the word is—

(AP writes it  down on a piece of paper)

AP: “Ponk”.

AR: Oh that’s  a perfect word for a pungent 
stench!

EW: A pungent funk. 

AP: Right.  It ’s  translated I think as “a festi-
verous ponk”.

AR: Festiverous,  what does that word mean?

AP: I  think also stenchy. Oh! My dear old 
professor friends have a plant,  it ’s  l ike some-
thing out of the Little Shop of Horrors—

EW: Does it smell  dead?

AP: It ’s  not the dead one. 

EW: Is it  black? [to AR] Remember my mom 
had those black flowers that smelled so insane I 
couldn’t even be in the same room with them?

AR: Cadaver-like. 

AP: No this one was called night-blooming 
something. 

EW: Poo flower. 

AP: It has that kind of slightly stenchy…

EW: It has a ponk.

AP: Yes.  It has a ponky thing. 

AR: Well we should probably talk about the 
whole connection between flower scents and death. 

EW: And indole. 

AR: Decay.  The indolic and skatolic mol-
ecules.  Because earlier when you said that 
tuberose had a “nectar” vibe and something in 
common with jasmine and other white flowers,  I 
immediately thought of the molecule that gives 
them all  that thing—they have the pretty side 
but then a touch of decay and rot.  And those 
molecules in those petals are also found in fae-
ces and rotting flesh and meat.

AP: Yes.  Sex and death, sex and death. 

AR: Yep. 

EW: Sex and death. Okay, side note. It’s 7.30pm 
and I have to be in Beverly Hills at 8.30pm. 

AR: I think we’ve got a great amount of stuff. 
We can always do a part two if we need to?

AP: I  would love to. 

EW: We could do it in Malibu!

AP: Yes.  Yes. 

AR: Stay tuned for the sequel!    
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L A ,  S E C R E T GA R D E N 
C I T Y

— BY CAROLINE RYDER 

AND PHOTOGRAPHS BY CLARA BALZARY

When Joni Mitchell sang that “they paved 
paradise to put up a parking lot” on Ladies of the 
Canyon, she was talking about the Garden of Al-
lah, a gorgeous estate-turned-strip-mall on Sunset 
Boulevard in that seismically unstable paradise 
they call LA. In 1960, Jack Kerouac called it 
“monstrous Los Angeles”1; in 2017 what would he 
think of our trellised freeways, our tent villages 
for the poor, our strip malls and our automotive 
smog that hangs like primordial goop over the 
skyline? Hopefully, he’d have the good sense to 
put on his shoes and follow a coyote up a hill, 
where he’d surely have found some hidden Eden, 
bursting with night-blooming jasmine and reasons 
to stay.

As every good Buddhist will tell you, where 
there is shit, look for the flower. LA’s secret 
gardens are perpetually in bloom, hidden places 
of grand majestic beauty, hosts to eucalyptus, 
sage and yucca and glistening bodies of water that 
nestle amid the hills. There are shaded fairyland 
groves, snow-capped mountains, rose gardens, 
patches of teddy bear cactus, stern herons fishing 
among river reeds. Flowers along the freeways, 
flowers in the alleys, flowers on the casting couch; 
the small kindness of a bird of paradise flower 
in bloom off Santa Monica Boulevard, the ja-
caranda trees that explode violet confetti over 
the sleeping homeless of Hollywood each spring. 
LA is an exercise in juxtaposition, a Renaissance 
tapestry where gods and monsters dwell in secret 

heavens above the churning hell of the boulevard; 
the most chilling unsolved crime of the city—the 
Black Dahlia Murder—was named for a flower; 
some of the prettiest gardens in the city (Hol-
lywood Forever, Forest Lawn) are graveyards. 

I was mad at life one day, so I took the 101 
north out of Hollywood toward Topanga, a small 
hippie place along a pretty curving canyon that 
tumbles down to the Pacific. Topanga always 
soothes the nerves, with its happy peace signs 
and flying pig sculptures, Woody Guthrie and pot 
smoke lingering in the air. I needed more than a 
drive-by fix though; I’d heard that set back from 
the road were huge red cliffs, a rock that looks 
like a giant wedding cake, vast sprawling wild-
flower meadows. I followed brown signs that read 
Topanga State Park. It was about eight bucks 
to park my car. A sign said this was the largest 
urban wilderness in America; big enough for me 
to deposit my existential annoyances without 
bothering anyone, I figured. Mountains, wild oat 
hillsides, ocean all around; a pathway leading to 
another pathway leading to a thicket that spat me 
out in a meadow, exploding with white manzanita, 
blue snapdragons, yellow fiddlenecks; more than 
enough for me to pick a posey for my best friend, 
and one for myself. Within one hour (and about 
$192 cheaper than a therapist minus parking) I 
experienced peace, pleasure and a Zen-like grati-
tude for my negative feelings—without the shit, I 
wouldn’t have found the flowers.

Sit 20 Angelenos in a room and ask each one 
what their favourite green space is—you’ll get a 
different answer from each.  

Fryman Canyon. Huntington Gardens. The Ar-
boretum. The Rodin sculpture at LACMA. Sandstone 

Peak. Highland Park trails. The Labyrinth on Adams. 
The trail above Point Dume. The Getty. The Japanese 
Garden. Descanso Gardens. Saddleback Mountain. 
Malibu Creek. The Winter Creek Trail in Santa Anita 
Canyon. Serra Retreat Monastery. Temescal Canyon. 
Upper Rustic Canyon, where the Nazi buildings were. 
The Westridge trail off Mandeville Canyon. Altadena 
Canyons. Griffith Park. Those caves.

LA is a postmodern city, lacking rhyme, reason 
and cohesive order to its green spaces. The map 
of each person’s hidden green gems says as much 
about them as it does about the city itself. Was 
it a lonely sunrise that led you there? Were you 
alone? Did a rattlesnake slither across your path? 
Did you write a poem? Did you wrestle a moun-
tain lion? Bury some memories? Did you gaze at 
the criss cross grid below and breathe a sigh of re-
lief, vowing never to tell anyone about this place?

Set a little south of Topanga, where Sunset 
Boulevard spills into the Pacific, is the Lake 
Shrine, a 10-acre garden belonging to the Self-Rea-
lization Fellowship founded by the guru Para-
mahansa Yogananda in 1950. Most people speed by 
it in their cars, barely noticing the strange spires 
that peek out from above the trees. The huge 
Dutch windmill; an arch designed to invite alien 
intelligence, the ashes of Gandhi in a 1,000-year-
old stone sarcophagus, ducks and swans floating 
lazily, contemplating world peace.

California author Carolyn See told me about 
the Lake Shrine; she was mourning the death of 
her husband John Espey at the time. “A single 
human death may be no more than a fall of one 
flower, one tweaked leaf,” she wrote in her essay 
Waters of Tranquility. “There are so many more! 
And life itself may be no more than a play toy, 
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a few Burma-Shave signs in the universe. But 
blazing, amazing, for all that. You can see it at the 
Lake Shrine. I know I did.” Each day she walked 
her grief around the Lake Shrine, with each revo-
lution around the water, the pain lessened. Elvis 
Presley, a regular visitor, walked the same path; so 
did George Harrison, both had their funeral ser-
vices held here. I took my father there one time, 
and we rescued a baby bird that had fallen out of 
its nest. The Lake Shrine compels kindness in a 
city that could use it.

There’s a sort of reverse alchemy to Los An-
geles. Pioneers, monks and magicians came here, 
found the gold, then our architects and planners 
turned it into lead; encased it in concrete, paved 
it over with a vast grid of endless boulevards, so 
future generations could spend their lives noti-
cing crumbs of gold in the dirt, crumbs that lead 
to the places that somehow, a few powerful people 
chose to protect. 

“Wait, Hollywood has a lake?” Lake Hol-
lywood is a still blue reservoir built at cloud level 
behind Mulholland Dam, high in the hills, a close 
neighbour to the white letters of the Hollywood 
sign and Madonna’s old chateau, a castle fit for a 
princess of pop, perched above a trail that, like all 
the best things in LA, I would never have found 
had someone not taken me there. I’ve heard choir 

song rise up from the churches below, hymns 
amplified within the hills that form a huge re-
verberating bowl. My poodle Debbie Hairy and I 
listened to the music and stared up at the peach-
pink-violet twilight, a giant floating Rothko in 
the sky. It was so dreamy I had to sit down, try to 
find the right words to explain what I was seeing 
in a text message to a friend. “So epic” was the 
best I could do.

Roll down the hill and you’ll find Fern Dell, 
serviced by a little cafe called Trails, where 
dragonflies dart over a babbling brook shaded 
by oaks, a slice of Middle Earth in LA-LA Land, 
hobbits and little people marching up and down 
along the paths, mumbling ideas for TV shows to 
one another. My friend Siobhan, who is Irish and 
considers herself “fay”—imbued with fairy spirit—
says this is her favourite place in LA.

    
The further east you head from Hollywood, 

the more artists you’ll find; over the last 100 
years they’ve colonised the hills that stretch 
away from the ocean toward downtown. Silver 
Lake, Echo Park, Atwater Village, Glendale, Eagle 
Rock, Highland Park, Montecito Heights, Boyle 
Heights. In his book Silver Lake Bohemia: A History, 
Michale Locke points out that artists and visiona-
ries tend to seek refuge in fuschia-lined hillscapes 
to live, work and drink espresso in, hidden from 

those who wish them harm. Anais Nin lived in 
Silver Lake; James Dean reputedly met his male 
lover at the Casa Larissa, modernist architects 
Frank Lloyd Wright, Richard Neutra and Rudolph 
Schindler experimented in the hills of the East-
side, scene of mass gentrification and revitalisa-
tion, pushing the artists further and further from 
their gardens. 

Echo Park Lake used to hold untold horrors, 
gangland corpses haunting its shallow bottom, 
addicts and vagrants populating its shores until it 
was drained, titled up and turned into a Victorian 
pleasure park of sorts, with pedal boats, snack 
cafes, the young and well-groomed picnicking and 
the homeless napping in peace (in LA in 2017, lest 
you forget, there are homeless everywhere). In 
the middle of the lake, a fountain, its tall jet of 
water mimicking the Angeleno instinct to reach, 
Icarus-like, for the Sun. 

Each July the lake explodes with huge pink-
and-cream-coloured Nelumbo nucifera—Asian lotus 
flowers, rising three feet above the water like 
giant triffids, rooted in the thick molasses at the 
bottom. This year saw the most extensive lotus 
blossom in years; these flowers bloom in Angeleno 
muck, each one a little temple swaying beneath 
a candy-coloured sunset, illuminating this weird 
and monstrous city, in summer’s full bloom.     
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